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New World Order!
We’re all gonna die!
[insert ambulance siren impersonation]
Sound the alarm!
The government is out to get ya!
Hide your money
Hide your children
Hide everything!
Don’t let Uncle Sam stick his hand up your ass!
Send your money overseas
Where it’s safe!
Away from the IRS!
Away from the bankers!
Away from your mother!
They’re gonna probe ya
And see how you tick!
They’ll charge exorbitant fees
For such a procedure!
Oh sure, they give it some fancy name like
Colonoscopy or endoscopy
Something that sounds life-saving.
But I know what they’re really doing!
Planting chips in your colon
So they will interface with your brain
And send you subliminal messages
Of nothing but infomercials!
Fueling your material lust!
You know where the aliens are?
Mexico, that’s where!
I was abducted
And taken to their home planet:
San Antoinio!
They’re invading our country
Poisoning us with the Taco Bell
And taking our jobs!
They’re teaching our children their native tongue
Molding them for the revolution
Through one of their brainwashing channels!
Under the mask of a children’s show!
They have a monkey!
They have a monkey!
Pandora’s box is opening and it will not close!
Game over, man!

Game over!
Big Brother’s watching
And fondling himself the entire time!
Propaganda!
Lies!
All of it!
They have the cure for AIDS!
But they don’t want to give it out!
Why?
Unnatural selection!
Kill off those who won’t conform
To pure asexuality
Or hetero-non-sexuality
Destroy all vestiges of freedom!
Because they don’t like that they can’t get laid!
Trust no one!
Someone could be a spy!
Spies and cameras everywhere
Watching your every move!
They’ve replaced the textbook
With Facebook!
Personal space
With MySpace!
They don’t want the truth getting out
But I’ve got the truth right here
Right up here!
And they won’t get it.
No chip is going into my head.
It’ll just scan your thoughts
Making sure you conform.
Zapping you if you have an adverse thought!
Don’t let them trick you with their psycho-therapy!
Those who enter the ward
Never come back alive
Mentally!
I was in one of those hospitals
Asylum
Sanitarium
Euphemisms!
Sanitize your thoughts
Make you a robot!
They call me crazy!
Because I know the truth!
The voices tell me the truth!
You think I’m crazy?
You’re crazy!
All of you are victims!
Victims to the shroud of deceit!
I am here with the light
Now take it!
Take this light and spread it!
Let all know the evils
Of modern society!
Take back your country!
Take it back I say!
Embrace the truth
For the truth will set you free!
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Last night I swam naked with my lover,
In a great lake that God holds like a teacup in the palm of his hand.
This morning I walked out to look at my flowers,
Which so stunned me with their beauty
That I began to cry.
The breeze felt like a kiss upon my face.
The clothes waving wildly on my clothesline were brightly colored flags,
Announcing my happiness to the whole world.